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Abstract
In this paper we consider some of the basic design principles that should sup-

port the development of future DRM systems. We begin by discussing some of the
problems associated with current DRM environments, and how they might be allevi-
ated through the adoption of an open architectural framework based on basic design
principles. We then demonstrate a particular implementation referred to as the IDEA
architecture.

1 Introduction

A number of different DRM architectures have been proposed and developed in recent years
in response to the needs of those in various content-related industries. The resulting systems
have primarily addressed the needs of one side of the equation, namely those of the content
producer/ distributor, at the expense of the other side of the equation, namely the content
consumer. Specifically, during DRM system design consumer-related issues and rights are
often subjugated to those of copy protection, which is typically the primary concern of
the content producer/distributor when considering online settings. Furthermore, because a
vulnerability at any point in the content distribution pipeline provides the opportunity for
illicit copying, deployed systems tend to be monolithic in nature, with one vendor providing
every technology in the pipeline. FairPlay system. In this system, every file purchased from
the iTunes Store using iTunes is encoded with FairPlay.1 FairPlay digitally encrypts AAC

∗FIND
1Starting in May 2007, songs distributed by the EMI Group have been delivered without FairPlay DRM.

These files cost more, but also have a higher audio quality, with an increase in bit-rate from 128 kbit/s to 256
kbit/s .
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audio files and attempts to prevent users from playing these files on unauthorized computers
or iPods media devices. Most of these DRM systems have failed [20], but a few, such as
Apple’s iPod/iTunes/ FairPlay system, are now having economic success. Nevertheless,
from a consumer perspective, even this system is far from perfect. Interoperability, or
lack thereof, is currently viewed as one of its biggest problems. For instance, it is not
possible to play a song purchased through iTunes on any other player a customer may
own, unless that player is manufactured by Apple. Consumer-oriented commentators have
decried this problem [9]. Similarly, the closed nature of the iPod/iTunes/FairPlay system
basically requires small publishers to enter the electronic marketplace on Apple’s terms,
and prevents other vendors from introducing technological innovations. For precisely these
reasons, recently passed draft legislation in France would require digital content bought at
any online store to be playable on any hardware [30]. We believe that an open architectural
framework for DRM should be pursued, one that allows for DRM business models and
practices vastly different from what we have today.

In this paper we first describe, in Section 2, some desirable features that should exist
in future DRM systems. This leads to a discussion of the types of architectural design
principles that must be adhered to if these desirable feature are to be supported. Next, in
Section 3, we describe the IDEA architecture, which is one particular instantiation of the
design principles contained in the previous section. The IDEA architecture is interesting in
that it makes use of the previously developed digital object identifier (DOI) system. Finally,
in Section 4 we provide a summary and some concluding remarks.

2 DRM Architectures–The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly

The term “DRM” currently has a very negative connotation associated with draconian re-
strictions on how legitimate users can make use of content. This may be attributed to the
fact that most DRM systems to date have in fact performed in this way. For this reason,
some have suggested that more apt names for DRM are “Digital Restrictions Management”
or “Digital Restrictions Malware”[25], while others have referred to the restrictions that
exist in Apple’s and Microsoft’s music platforms using a more colorful acronym [9]. We
will refer to these types of restrictive systems more succinctly as “bad DRM”.

A broader definition of DRM encompasses activities that would provide more choice to
the end users, and strikes a more reasonable balance between content providers and content
users, as will be described in more detail below [?]. It is this latter definition that we
assume when we use the term DRM, and it is the ultimate goal of our research to provide
a framework that allows for this more enabling form of DRM to be realized. To make this
explicit, we call this “good DRM” to distinguish it from the bad DRM described above.
The ugliness of bad DRM has been well documented. Perhaps the most egregious example
of DRM gone bad is Sony-BMG’s rootkit-like software that was installed on computers that
played certain CDs [27]. The similarity between this bad DRM and spyware has been aptly
noted [24].

Bad DRM overwhelming serves the needs of only one side of the equation that exists
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between those that produce/distribute electronic content, and those that use it. Increasingly
we are seeing efforts on the part of members of the copyrights industry to mandate DRM
through legislation [19, 48]. Thus, if good DRM is to emerge, it is vitally important for
groups that represent the other side of the equation to exist [18, 21], and that members of
the computing research community stay involved in the determination of how policy and
technology will interact [12, 22, 38, 46].

2.1 Desirable Features

Determining acceptable fair use has always been a gray area, often requiring a judge’s opin-
ion to settle specific cases. One of the problems with the bad DRM described above, is that
it does not allow for these gray areas [10, 23]. Given this, consider the following scenario.
A musical artist uploads a song she has just produced to an online music vending site that
she has a contractual agreement with. In addition, she provides the terms under which she
would like the song sold (or perhaps these are part of the previously established contract).
In this case, she specifies that she would like to offer the song, along with certain bonus
materials, to all members of the site that have established a given level of trust, at a price we
will specify as A. In addition, for those members of the site that have a lower trust rating,
she would like to offer the song alone at a higher price, call it B. In fact, she may estab-
lish additional offerings depending upon the characteristics of the users she would like to
service. Indeed, for users that do not rise above a certain trust threshold, she may deny the
ability to purchase the content in digital form, or only allow for streaming but not down-
loading rights. Users of the site have the option of registering, and the choice revealing
certain information that will be used to establish their ID at the site. Songs delivered to
the users are fingerprinted with an their ID, and a third party trust authority monitors file
sharing sites in order establish a trust measure for the user. For example, the trust authority
may classify a user as having low, medium, or high trust, depending upon their file shar-
ing habits.2 Furthermore, fair use doctrines can be incorporated into this ranking. If an
attempted transaction at the site meets the criteria established by the artist, the song may be
downloaded, and the user is free to play it on any device.

Notice that in the solution we have just described, there are no traditional bad DRM
content restrictions. Once users have obtained content, they can play it whenever they wish,
knowing that the manner in which they use and share the content will have a direct bearing
on how they will be trusted in the future. Notice also that the essential component in this
DRM scenario, the trust authority, exists as a middleware component. This issue will be
discussed in more detail in Section 2. Finally, because we are now dealing with quantitative
measures of trust, it becomes possible for economists to relate behavior to price, and attempt
to solve for the optimal values of A, B, etc. A related work, in that it does not require new
technology on the consumer side, analyzes the optimal design of flexibility in the presence
of unlicensed distribution channels, and in particular, how adding value to licensed content

2This is quite similar to how a credit agency establishes a credit rating for a person depending upon their
payment habits.
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affects equilibrium policies [8]. It is also interesting to note that researchers at Philips
Research are working on consumer-side hardware that modifies access according to user
behavior [36]. This technology could also make use of trust authority middleware.

Consider another scenario that involves consumer-side DRM that integrates with new
Internet infrastructure, and addresses the interoperability problem. Let us assume a personal
identity mechanism is available that satisfies privacy concerns. With this capability we
can link rights to identities rather than to the underlying hardware. This is in contrast to
Apple iTunes, where a users identity is tied to his machine, and his machine is tied to his
player. Now, assume that a user’s identity is logically associated with some device, such
as a smart card, and that he wishes to use it to active a particular rendering device. With
these mechanisms in place, it is possible to support interoperable DRM across different
DRM platforms. This scenario will be solved specifically by using the IDEA architecture
in Section 3.

Let us summarize what has just been presented, and also point out some additional
details. It has been said that we should not expect DRM to ever be smart enough to distin-
guish fair use from copyright infringement [23]. Note, however, that in the first scenario
described above, we are not asking the DRM to do this. Rather, the DRM technology must
only collect information about how content is being used.3 This information can then be
used, by a judge for example, to determine if fair use doctrines have been violated, thereby
putting us back to a more balanced situation with respect to fair use that is similar to what
existed prior to the Internet.

The result of the second scenario described above also puts us back to a position that
is more similar to what existed prior to the Internet. Specifically, by tying content to an
identity rather than a machine, the user is able to do with the electronic content what he
is able to do with physical content. That is, it is not difficult to see that the ability to sell
the electronic content to another user could easily be supported within the framework, not
to mention other fair use-related actions such as loaning the content to another user for a
period of time. Content owners are also given the ability to make use of a rights model
that makes imminently more sense. For instance, they would have the ability to set their
own terms, on an individual basis, rather than having to rely on the homogeneous policies of
device manufacturers, as is currently the case. Thus, in addition to the interoperability issue,
this approach provides a means of solving other rights-related problems that would prove
nearly impossible given the current state of the Internet. Finally, we believe it is important
to recognize that we cannot hope to prevent all forms of illicit misuse of the content with
this system—this is an impossibility for any system. However, the ability to detect bad
behavior, as well as reward good behavior, is markedly improved. This is something that
new business models will be able to leverage.

The desirable features of good DRM systems can be summarized as follows:
3We assumed that use of fingerprints embedded as watermarks in a manner similar to what those in the

cryptography community refer to as traitor tracing. This approach is susceptible to collusion attacks [?], but
just like other types of cryptography, it does not have to be perfect in order to be useful.
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Openness. DRM systems should be open, allowing different vendors to supply different
pieces of the system. This allows competition to develop, as different vendors strive to dif-
ferentiate amongst themselves based on features, cost, etc. That is, over time, this openness
fosters innovation.

Interoperability. Different DRM systems should interoperate seamlessly, so that it is
possible for content obtained within one DRM environment to be easily used in another,
without compromising the ability to protect rights, enforces licenses, etc.

Flexibility. DRM systems must allow for flexibility in how content objects and users are
dealt with. For instance, it has been observed that lesser known artists actually benefit
from unregulated file sharing, while better known artists are harmed financially by it. To
date, however, no DRM system has been deployed that allows these to be distinguished.
Similarly, content owners view large scale pirates far differently from those who only oc-
casionally or accidentally share content. The former is obviously far more damaging from
a financial perspective than the latter. It also makes sense to be able to choose how content
is rendered based upon the device it will be rendered on.

2.2 Design Principles

In view of the desirable features of DRM systems discussed above, it is possible to establish
a set of high-level design principles that can be used to guide the development of good DRM
systems. We will focus on two that we believe can be established at this time. The first is
the notion of an abstract functional partitioning of DRM architectures. All successful large-
scale architectures involve a partitioning of the functionality embodied by the architecture.
A classic example in this regard is the OSI model used to abstractly describe the layered
architecture of communication systems. The second is that of rights expression. Any rights
management application involves the association of rights to digital content intended for
particular uses and users. Once digital content with its associated rights is provided to a
user, the user should be able to interpret those rights and use the content while at the same
time respecting the rights. Thus, in an idealized sense, DRM is first and foremost about
rights association and interpretation, and therefore the ability to express and interpret rights
should constitute the minimal required service in any DRM environment. All other aspects
of DRM such as rights enforcement, trading, superdistribution, etc. can make use of this
minimal service in order to implement a specific DRM task. Thus, we believe that the
rights expression functionality with DRM architectures should be minimal, and ideally it
capabilities can be mathematically characterized.

Functional Partitioning. Because a DRM system can be highly complex, it is useful to
consider abstract DRM architectures that can assist in understanding and analyzing existing
DRM systems, as well as aid in the design of new DRM systems with specific desirable
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properties. The effort taken to develop abstract architectural models for modern commu-
nication systems has greatly facilitated the development of the Internet. The same can be
said for simulation environments, parallel computing systems, etc. Thus, the effort to cre-
ate an abstract DRM architecture is worthwhile, and will hopefully aid in the development
of DRM systems by providing useful abstractions for thinking about DRM systems, along
with a common vocabulary for talking about DRM systems.

An open architectural framework for DRM will involve a partitioning of system func-
tionality according to the services that need to be supported. Interfaces and protocols will
then need to be standardized at the partition boundaries. Some research has been initiated in
this area, but much work remains in terms of considering alternative architectures, and actu-
ally developing the associated protocols. The partitioning approach we have considered is
based on what has proved successful in the design of many computer and communications
systems, namely, the notion of partitioning the system components according to a layered
architectural framework [11, 26]. This manner of decomposition provides a very effective
way of managing the complexity of large complex system designs. The central idea involves
guiding decisions during the design process by defining the hierarchy of management re-
sponsibilities that should exist in the architecture, and then arranging these responsibilities
in layers that involve high-level operations, in upper system layers, that rely upon low- level
operations, in lower system layers.

A suggested layered DRM architectural framework is provided in Figure 1 [35]. This
architecture was highly influenced by the design principles associated with the Internet [13,
14, 15, 16, 45]. The architecture shown in Figure 1 contains two protocol stacks, one for
the client and one for the server in a DRM transaction. The arrows shown within and
between the protocol stacks indicate where interfaces need to exist in order for the layers
to interact (see [29] for more details). These interfaces are the ones that will be important
in standardization efforts [7]. The middle layers, namely, the Negotiations, REI, and the
DRE Upper Layers, are distributed layers and thus most of the middleware services would
be concentrated in these layers. Let us discuss the specific types of services that may exist
in these layers, so that we can study the architectural ramifications.

It would be reasonable to expect the Negotiations Layer to contain three sub-services: A
rights negotiation service, a system-level trust establishment service and a payment service.
All three of these services provide a way to help carryout negotiations between the content
provider and a user device. Hence, these three services will collaborate with each other to
provide a high-level complex negotiations service at the Negotiations Layer.

The rights expression and interpretation (REI) Layer, carries out the role of content and
license creation. For devices operating in a different DRM regime than that of the license
issuer, it is necessary to transform the content and the license to the formats supported by
the device [44]. Hence license and content translation services would operate at the REI
Layer. Finally, tracking services needs to coordinate with the license management mecha-
nisms of the devices on which a particular content is being rendered. Therefore this service
would operate at the digital rights enforcement (DRE) Upper Layer, which corresponds
to high-level rights enforcement mechanisms such as cryptography, digital signatures, and
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Figure 1: A layered DRM architectural framework. The dashed arrows indicate where
middleware components, supported by the future Internet, need to be developed.
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watermarking.

Rights Expression. Over the past several years, a number of rights expression languages
(RELs) have been developed, with the eXtensible rights Markup Language (XrML) [49]
and the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [31] becoming the most popular. Recently,
XrML was adopted as the standard REL for inclusion in the MPEG-21 standard [39, 40],
and ODRL was accepted by the Open Mobile Alliance as the standard REL for mobile
content. We believe, however, that these RELs are too complicated, and that this complexity
leads to a violation of certain system design principles that will be described shortly.

The understand the difference between rights expression and rights interpretation, con-
sider that rights have a predetermined meaning that is fixed, but how that right is interpreted
can change depending upon the environment, e.g., a “read-only” right has one interpre-
tation in a general-purpose computing environment where printing or copying is readily
supported, and another interpretation in a special-purpose environment where printing is
not supported. The necessity of rights interpretation also comes into play when different
DRM systems must interact. Because of this, it makes sense to formalize the capabilities
associated with certain logical formulations of rights. This has been attempted for some
of the complicated RELs mentioned above [28, 42], but it is necessary to arrive at a much
simpler logical framework for expressing rights. We envision the rights expression and in-
terpretation services appearing at the “center” of any open DRM architecture. Making use
of these services linked to the application “above”, as well as services linked to the physical
hardware “below”. Let us consider these services.

We conclude this section by pointing out the importance of establishing the services
according to good design principles. It has been shown that the the language used for the
expression of rights, as well as the much of the data required for services and manage-
ment mechanisms are combined in ODRL and XrML [33]. This situation is depicted in
Figure 2 (a). In this figure, we show a number of protocols that make use of language
components within the REL in order to complete their tasks. That is, the semantics of the
protocols are merged into the REL, and it therefore becomes extremely difficult to change
these protocols as it requires changing the REL itself.

Let us contrast this with a different architectural approach. The componentized frame-
work suggests a partitioning in which the semantics of the protocols are completely sepa-
rated from the REL, as shown in Figure 2 (b). With this implementation, it is easy to see
that rights-based protocols may be changed and new ones introduced without affecting the
core REL. Indeed, with this separation, it would be possible for a new rights-based busi-
ness to redefine the core REL in order to use a new rights model. The key point is that
with the framework shown in Figure 2 (b), existing DRM services can be packaged so that
they can immediately use the new rights model. It has been shown that the arrangement
shown in Figure 2 (b) supports the development of middleware services for DRM [32]. The
use of middleware services has greatly facilitated the development of may Internet-based
businesses, and they have the potential to do the same for the DRM industry.

Now let us turn to the problem of interoperability, one that has been studied extensively
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Implementation of DRM services, (a) assuming an extensive rights expression
language (the areas of overlap are data required for protocols and management mecha-
nisms), and (b) a vastly simplified core rights expression language.
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Figure 3: A middleware architectural framework providing content usage tracking service.

in the DRM setting [17, 29, 37, 41, 44, 47]. Licenses are expressed in rights expression
languages such as ODRL and XrML. The expressive power is different in different rights
expression languages. The process of conversion of a license in one format to another is
very complex. Before the license is converted, the rights need to be cast in terms of the new
environment. The factors that need to be taken into consideration during license conversion
is an area of active research [37, 44]. In interoperable DRM systems, the license issuer does
not manage the license management software running on the rendering devices. Hence, the
license format used by the license issuer and the one used by the device are different. A
DRM vendor application which intends to sell content to such devices will have to provide
a license in the format used by the rendering device. This will be a common requirement in
an interoperable DRM environment, and DRM vendors will need to implement the license
conversion technologies within their own DRM solutions.

More logically, this service can be implemented as a middleware which will ensure the
compatibility with the license formats between the DRM vendor and the rendering device.
This service can then be used by different DRM vendors to sell their content to a wider
range of consumer devices. The workings of such a service can be explained as follows:

1. The DRM vendor creates the license in its own format, and the license, along with
the device ID, is passed on to the translation service.

2. The translation service obtains the information from the device needed for license
translation.

3. The license is converted to the new format and handed over to the device.

Finally, let us consider content tracking. Apart from rights enforcement, content us-
age tracking forms one of the crucial components of many DRM applications. We have
mentioned previously that this feature could be used by a trust authority service, and could
take advantage of specific network infrastructure. The DRE Upper Layer implements li-
cense management mechanisms. It is the license management mechanism that keeps track
of content usage by a user. Different devices can have different license management mech-
anisms which can keep the tracking data in different forms. A DRM vendor application that
wants to keep a track of the usage of a particular content will need to have the ability to
query these different license management mechanisms.

Instead of having individual DRM applications contain such capabilities, it is more
convenient to create a service which gathers usage information about a given digital content
from different devices, and provides the result back to the DRM vendor application. Such
a service can process the information received from different devices to convert it in a form
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required by the DRM vendor application. The workings of such a tracking service shown
in Figure 3 can be explained as follows:

1. The DRM vendor application provides the digital object identifier (A globally unique
identifier for digital content) to the tracking service along with the information about
the nature of service required.

2. The tracking service connects to the license management application interface of the
devices and queries the usage record for the particular item.

3. The tracking service processes the information obtained and provides the result back
to the DRM vendor application.

3 The IDEA

The concepts expressed in this paper can be fully applied as part of the Transient Network
Architecture project [1] that the authors are part of. It is in this context that the Indirect
DRM Evaluation Architecture (IDEA) was developed as a testbed in order to demonstrate
an implementation of the design principles we have just discussed. IDEA exploits three
different systems to achieve DRM goals mentioned earlier, namely, namely persistent iden-
tification through the use of Handles [2] as digital object identifiers [3], functional parti-
tioning trough the use of the Transient Network Architecture (TNA) and the added value
services of a third party clearing house implemented using the Content Object Repository
Discovery and Registration/Resolution Architecture (CORDRA) ??. We will discuss each
of these systems briefly followed by the advantages they offer in achieving the design goals
of DRM systems.

3.1 Persistent Identification

The architecture uses the Handle system and is based on the concept of indirection in order
to allow the dynamic computation of rights on a need to know basis. It anchors its assertions
on persistent identifiers in order to guarantee scalability and persistence; it also exploits two
clever approaches to the interpretation of rights and the representation of devices and users
to generate rights licenses that are device independent and are directly associated with the
owners of the respective content. In this architecture all content is uniquely identified with
persistent identifiers that include some basic rights using whichever language or structure
the original content provider chooses. The content provider grants certain distribution rights
to a particular distributor, which in turn grants certain rights to actual users also identified
by their persistent identifiers. The different rights are translated into a minimum set of
basic rights that are implemented by the license enforcers which are hosted in certified
devices. The actual devices are REL agnostic because they only obtain the respective basic
set of rights that are also expressed in terms of persistent identifiers. These identifiers
can be resolved to map into actual rights and operations, and therefore enable an indirect
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resolution of rights later on allowing the seamless upgrade and rendering of these in the
future. This concept enables the forward compatibility principle from the TNA architecture
that establishes a need for a minimum set of variability in each operation and device in
order to prevent obsolescence and endorse evolution and compatibility. All content rights
assertions are kept on the network and the devices and the state is kept as a collaboration
between online and offline entities. Additionally, a new virtual file system is associated
with every consumer that is powered by a distributed registry that maintains all the content
licensed, owned or borrowed by a customer. Based on this registry; portability and mobility
are achieved naturally and additional secondary market business models are now possible.

The DOI advantage. One of the biggest concerns for the success of this architecture is
the generation of persistent identifiers and the coordination of this effort. In fact; the pub-
lishing company has already addressed this issue in the form of the DOIs. There is a marked
advantage for all content providers whose content already has DOIs; as they are themselves
Handles; but the existence of the IDF [3]provides a proof of concept that these service can
have a viable business model.
Once content has been associated with persistent identifiers it is just a matter of adding the
missing Rights expression values to these identifiers and the technology becomes imme-
diately available to this providers. Furthermore, the DOI business model lifts the storage
and hosting needs form the content providers to place it on the DOI servers. This makes
the initial adoption investment very low compared with other full fledged approaches that
require heavy commitment on the content provider computational resources.

3.2 Functional Partitioning and the Transient Network Architecture

The TNA architecture introduces the Ghost and the Shell model [5]which separates the
lower level hardware specific operations provided by a shell that provides an interface con-
sisting a common neutral environment language of operation instructions to roaming agents
called Ghosts. Ghosts offer one or more services to be instantiated as uniquely identified
processes executed using a corresponding shell. All data and information is kept local to
a ghost and much similar to the way software agents operate in a distributed environment.
Ghosts are mobile in nature and multiple ghosts and inhabit a particular shell at any point
of time. The IDEA uses ghosts to provide the content playing service that is relayed to the
common neutral environment language among the ghosts and the shells. Given the fact that
the ghosts address all the content in terms of the persistent identifiers; the shells are then ca-
pable of implementing the layered DRM resolution mechanism mentioned previously and
perform rights computation dynamically through the resolution of these identifiers. This
resolution will produce different associated rights that are eventually interpreted in terms of
the actions defined in the common environment language. The shell and ghost separation
allows multiple ghosts that implement different DRM business models to be deployed on
top of the same device.
Once a user has authenticated and associated with a particular Ghost the rights of such
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GHOST are intrinsically linked with those of the user in the eyes of the Shell. This way
whenever the SHELL provides right computation services; it associates rights with indi-
viduals rather than machines and these rights are intrinsically as mobile as the users and
therefore GHOSTS associated with them.
While this functionality provides and abstract DRM resolution environment; any right is
eventually computed into a common set of operations shared by all shells. While this
process is device specific and independent of the Users, ghosts and their rights; the common
set of neutral operations must be agreed upon between the different shell providers. It is
conceivable that at some point new basic operations will need to be incorporated as a part of
basic set of operations understood by all shells. The inclusion of such operation would need
to be agreed upon by all translators. An option is to provide an extension mechanism by
translating very specific operations to persistent identifiers as well. These persistent identi-
fiers will then be resolved by shells who will serialize their respective implementation code
for each platform. This will constitute an automatic upgrade mechanism for shells and will
reuse a common concept for both TNA and IDEA.

3.3 Third party clearing house mechanism

IDEA uses a Digital Object Registry in order to provide added values services and coor-
dinate the Rights resolution and computation process and provide a common aggregation
framework for content creators, vendors and users. This registry based on the ADL Registry
[6] and inherently part of the CORDRA ecosystem [?] allows content providers; vendors
and users to freely exchange rights assertions in terms of persistent identifiers and have this
information accessible to the different parties according to the different rights associated
with each of the actors.
The Registry represents all content objects stored in multiple repositories internally and
links all metadata assertions produced about this content. This metadata is therefore ac-
cessible based on the respective credentials by users and distributors which are able to use
it as a trusted middle ground for secure private information collection and exchange about
copyrighted material. While the ADL-R had a public search and exposure interface. OUr
implementation restricts it based on the user credentials in order to keep content descrip-
tions and listings private.
The fact that the Registry is part of the CORDRA ecosystem allows for the existence of
multiple registries that can be aggregated and accessed through multiple Registries of reg-
istries and therefore provide the same principles expressed before for the resolution of added
value services and rights based on persistent identifiers. This is due to the fact that every
single registry and assertion contained in it is by itself identified with a Handle. The IDEA
prototype is implemented based on common registry hosted by a trusted third party ; but a
solution that uses multiple registries ran by different components of the distribution ecosys-
tem is also quite possible.
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Figure 4: License chaining using the Handle System

3.4 IDEA operation summary

IDEA makes clever use of the mechanisms described above to achieve goals which have
been either cumbersome or in some cases extremely difficult to achieve in traditional DRM
environments. It uses the combination of TNA, Handle System and DOI to address impor-
tant issues such as interoperability, superdistribution and authorized domains.
As we mentioned before; it uses Persistent Identifiers (PI) to uniquely identify users, ven-
dors, devices, content and licenses. In the current implementation, these identifiers and their
properties are maintained in the Handle System. Licenses are hence issued to user’s persis-
tent identifiers, and identify content, distributors and content creators with their respective
persistent identifiers.
The architecture then uses license chaining mechanism to manage superdistribution and
thus ensures rights enforcement throughout the distribution chain of the content. Each li-
cense in the chain links back to the distribution license of the distributor who issued the
license. This mechanism ensures that the content creator maintains persistent control over
the content throughout its lifetime. Figure 4 shows how license chaining is performed in
the IDEA architecture. Every license PI maintains an executor entry which identifies the
executor or the user for that particular license content object. This enables a user to loan
the content to another user, by which the executor entry for that license is subsequently
changed.

The list of all content purchased by each user is maintained in a metadata registry. The
registry keeps a track of the licenses owned by each user as the metadata. The registry can
be queried to obtain the list all the content owned by a particular user. The registry would
then return the PI’s of all the licenses owned by the user. The requesting entity can then
resolve the license PI’s to obtain the content PI associated with the license. Additionally
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Figure 5: IDEA architecture

as we saw; every device in IDEA is represented by a shell with ghosts running over it. As
mentioned earlier, ghosts interact with shells using a common language. In IDEA, users
spawn ghosts using normal authentication procedures to represent themselves over devices.
Since these ghosts can be mobile, interesting DRM scenarios can be supported using this
approach. A ghost operating on a shell after being spawned by the user, requests the shell
to use content. The Shell then obtains the content and the license and enforces them. All
the license along the chain of distribution are obtained by the shell and enforced to make
sure that rights are not violated. In order to enforce the rights expressed in the licenses, it
is essential that the rights are mapped to the corresponding actions sequences defined in the
common environment language. Whenever the action to be performed is a loan, the shell
changes the “executor” entry of the loaner’s license with the PI of the loanee.

A sample usecase within the IDEA starts with content creation by the creator and the
content finally moves to the user via the distributor where rights are enforced on the render-
ing device. A high-level view of the architecture is depicted in Figure 5

The series of steps carried out in the complete process is as follows:

1. The Distributor requests the Content Creator to issue a distribution license with the
rights for a particular piece of content say ’X’ specified in the request.

2. The Content Creator grants the Distributor with the requested rights and creates a
license accordingly. It assigns the licnese with a unique identifier and sets its proper-
ties.

3. The Creator updates the distribution license information in the Handle System.

4. The Ghost (on behalf of the User) requests usage rights for content ’X’.

5. The Distributor creates a license, assigns it a unique identifier and grants the re-
quested usage rights to the User.
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6. The Distributor updates license information in the Handle System.

7. The Distributor also updates the user’s license information in the registry.

8. Upon the request from the User , the Ghost requests all the licenses (These are infact
license persistent identifiers - PI’s) owned by the user.

9. The Ghost resolves each of those licenses (License PI’s) to obtain the associated
content and displays it to the User.

10. The User selects to play content ’X’ and the Ghost forwards the request to the Shell.

11. The Shell resolves User and Distribution Licenses associated with content ’X’.

12. The Shell then enforces the User License rights on content ’X’ in accordance with the
action requested by the Ghost. If it is satisfied, it then checks whether the Distribution
License for content ’X’ allows distribution of the requested right.

13. If both Licnses are satisfied, the content is acted upon, otherwise a reject is sent to
the Ghost and subsequently to the User.

Rights expression languages pose a major hurdle in achieving interoperability in DRM
systems. If different rights expression languages can be mapped to the basic set of op-
erations defined in the common environment language of the shells, then it is possible to
achieve reasonable level of interoperability. It is conceivable that at some point new basic
operations will need to be incorporated as a part of basic set of operations understood by
all shells. The inclusion of such operation would need to be agreed upon by all translators.
An option is to provide an extension mechanism by translating very specific operations to
persistent identifiers. These persistent identifiers will then be resolved by shells who will
serialize their respective implementation code for each platform. This will constitute an
automatic upgrade mechanism for shells. Mapping of RELs into this basic set of operations
is an area that needs attention.

As explained in earlier, license chaining allows clean implementation of superdistribu-
tion. It is also possible to integrate payment mechanisms in license chains to enable all the
functions of superdistribution. Finally, license properties can be changed in the Handle Sys-
tem to add or delete devices (which are uniquely identified) over which these licenses are
valid. This makes it possible to create dynamic authorized domains for the users. Whenever
a license identifier is resolved, its properties can be checked to decide whether it is valid
on a given device or not. The list of valid devices for a given license can be dynamically
managed by the distributors.

Apart from the interesting use cases supported by the IDEA, it is important to note that
this architecture enables the realization of certain basic design principles proposed by us in
the earlier work. One of them is the separation of rights management functionalities from
rights expression languages. In [33], we pointed out that current rights expression languages
are “bloated” and it is essential to refactor them and separate rights management functions
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to get a simple core dealing with nothing more than expression of rights. The Handle
System enables definition of properties of entities and management those properties. For
example, in the case of licenses, it is possible to define and manage the properties of these
licenses such as expiration date of the license, devices over which the license is valid, the
licensor identifier and the licensee identifier etc. outside the license formats and languages.
These are properties defined over a license and incorporation of these properties within
a license creates unnecessary dependencies of the infrastructure (managing or using these
attributes) on the license formats and languages. This separation is easily achieved using the
Handle System because it provides a generic environment where entities can be be uniquely
identified and properties of those entities can be effectively defined and managed. This
enables the a certain level of encapsulation where the structure of the entities is effectively
buffered from the properties defined over those entities.

The level of indirection provided by the Handle System which enables license chaining
helps achieve what we call “lazy evaluation”. While the term is heavily used in other areas
of computer science, with respect to DRM it means that licenses are enforced only when
there is a need to enforce a license. For example, if a users license is invalid, then there
is no need to evaluate and check the distribution license of the distributor. While it is
possible to implement this mechanism in traditional environments; the Handle System with
its sophisticated methods of indirection makes it possible to implement lazy evaluation in
a much cleaner and simpler manner. In IDEA, all content rights assertions are kept on the
network and the devices and the state is kept as a collaboration between online and offline
entities. This makes lazy evaluation much more effective in IDEA compared to traditional
environments.

4 Conclusions

We have described an open architectural framework for DRM that supports both intellectual
property rights and the fair use doctrines historically associated with physical media. These
two entities are mutually competitive, and historically the balance between them has been
determined by contemporary technologies, prevailing legal standards, along with societal
and personal ethical norms. The present situation, with the Internet as it currently exists,
is something quite different from what has been experienced in the past. Specifically, and
primarily due to available technology, the balance has swung decidedly away from those
holding intellectual property rights, particularly if their property has a digital form. Indeed,
the ability to simultaneously deal effectively with intellectual property rights and fair use
doctrines certainly rates as one of the most intractable problems spawned by the Internet
revolution [10, 12, 23].

The problems associated with current DRM systems points to the need for the estab-
lishment of a set of design principles that can be used to guide the development of future
DRM systems in a way that ensures they possess desirable features described above. In
this paper we have pointed out two important design principles, namely that of partitioning
the functionality embodied in the architecture, and the need for simplicity in the REL. The
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IDEA architecture is one instantiation of this architectural framework, that is interesting
in that it makes use of currently existing and extensively deployed technology in order to
address the interoperability issue.
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